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Integration broker and servicebus  

OpenTunnel as is a complete business-to-business broker solution, which provides a 

complete integration platform for vendors, business partners, banks, customers, and 

government organisations. 

It allows: 

- the secure execution of business transactions over the internet using the major 

industry standard protocols; 

- managing the community of trading partners effectively and with minimal 

overhead; 

- streamlining enterprise processes and performing diverse range of data 

translations; 

- connecting heterogeneous back-end systems to the business partners systems. 

QUICKLY EXCHANGE, VALIDATE AND TRANSLATE YOUR DATA 
OpenTunnel integrates enterprise back-end systems with the partners systems, enabling 

data exchange across businesses and trading partners in the efficient and reliable way. 

Supporting various reliable messaging protocols, such as ebMS, AS2, WS-RM, 

performing data transformations, exchanging data over the diverse range of transport 

protocols, it becomes the natural choice for modern businesses.  

OpenTunnel performs data validation against industry standards and custom business 

rules and services.  
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EASY INTEGRATION WITHIN ENTERPRISE 
Being also full-fledged Servicebus with the support of the diverse range of transport 

protocols, OpenTunnel easily integrates into enterprise SOA Architecture and facilitates 

communication with legacy systems.  

Our B2B platform allows implementing the message routing based on the content or 

other environment- specific data (Geo-location, IP address, date and time, etc.) 

CLOUD-READY 
OpenTunnel might be deployed on the premises of an enterprise and as well as in the 

cloud. Cloud solution also allows connecting multiple trading partners with each other, 

implementing “publish-subscribe” mechanism.  

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY OF TRANSACTIONS ACTIVITY  
Web-based portal allows privileged users to see the real-time status of transactions 

activity. It facilitates pro-active control over the operations, reduces calls volume and 

improves quality of service. 

Extensive notification and alerting mechanism reduces the support time and improves 

transparency and visibility of the ongoing operations. 
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E-GOVERNMENT & E-COMMERCE 
Moving paperwork and communications online is 

always a good idea.  

But how difficult is it? Is it as reliable and secure as old-

fashioned paper dossiers?  

JNetworks has 5 years of successful experience in developing e-Government and e-

Commerce solutions. Among the others are electronic invoicing, online tax services, 

government-to-citizen and government-to-business services. 

Switching to e-services powered by our knowledge and expertise would bring the 

following benefits: 

- improved service delivery 

- reduced costs of business operations 

- paperwork streamlined into processes flow 

- business transactions monitored and governed in real-time  
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OPEN DATA & CROWD SOURCING  
- Many organisations and businesses 

have the need to collect, publish and 

maintain significant amount of 

information, which should be made 

available to the public or to the broad 

audience. Think of the public 

transportation lines, the maps with 

historical monuments, accidents or incidents on the roads or in public areas, etc.   

- Diverse information comes to a business from different sources across the Internet, in 

the form of Change Requests, should registered and qualified for further processing.  

- It is a common use case for many businesses when data, which is stored in 

heterogeneous systems and is accessible via sophisticated legacy protocols, should be 

made available in an easy and reliable way. 

JNetworks provides technical solutions to tackle this sort of tasks: 

- store, analyse and process the large amount of heterogeneous data  

- provide an easy and reliable API to access sophisticated, irretrievable data 

- provide modern, convenient mobile access to the data 

- collect the diverse range of statistics on the data usage 
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OUTSOURCING  
Why is it green? Because it’s efficient!  

Outsourcing effectively reduces your energy 

consumption by transferring your IT 

processing to the third-party experienced 

professionals. 

 As long as that third party can process the same amount of work more efficiently, 

perhaps due to richer expertise or high-quality services for less money, then the net 

amount of energy will reduce; your company wins and so does the environment ☺ 

The most vital aspect of successful outsourcing is the quality of communication. The 

ability to communicate with clarity and a considerable depth of understanding is one of 

the greatest assets we strive to gain and retain on every project. We are constantly 

working diligently to ensure that our clients can enjoy the utmost in their relations with 

our team. Whether talking to a programmer or discussing an administrative concern 

with a manager, we ensure that our clients are able to easily follow the project at any 

depth they need and that they get the result they expect. 

We follow ‘No Cure No Pay’ principle on most of our projects, striving to deliver the best 

quality for the best price.   

Green outsourcing is the way to achieve dream goals! 
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ABOUT US  
JNetworks is a small company of IT experts who are passionate over the idea of 

bringing the best-of-the-breed of IT technologies to the businesses and organisations. 

The hard work over the past few years has brought its result in the form of the product: 

our B2B Platform called OpenTunnel. The product is a great success on the market in 

the Netherlands. And we are eager to bring it also to the United States. We are sure that 

its functional diversity, quality and sharp pricing policy will be attractive to many 

businesses and organisations. 

JNetworks provides also software development services in the domains of B2B Solutions, 

e-Government and e-Commerce, OpenData and Crowd Sourcing, Information Security, 

Business Process Management. 

We are also working on the number of innovative initiatives in the areas of Business 

Process Management, OpenData and no-SQL Data Services. So Investors are 

welcomed! ☺ 

 

For more information please contact us via  

email : siarhei.baidun@jnet.nl  

or via mobile: 

+31 6 156 40 813 (The Netherlands)  

+375 29 25 99 133 (Belarus) 


